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ELECTRICAL SLIDE SWITCH OF FLUSH 
THROUGH DESIGN AND METHOD OF 

MOUNTING THEREOF 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Miniature switches of the so-called “dual-in-line 
package” (DIP) design, for which the switch of the 
present invention is readily adapted, are well known in 
the electronic’s ?eld. An assembly of a multitude of 10 
such individual switches which can be operated inde 
pendently from one another are commonly mounted on 
a printed circuit board having two rows of mounting 
holes of standardized con?guration. The switch leads 
are soldered to the foil side of the board thereby provid 
ing for the electrical connection of various circuits 
disposed on the circuit board. 
Such known switches have been of a cam operated 

design as represented by US. Pat. Nos. 3,878,344 and 
3,883,705 or have utilized a slide actuated con?guration 
as shown by US. Pat. Nos. 3,849,610; 3,917,921; 
3,974,346; 4,012,608 and 4,092,504. 

In order to reduce assembly costs, such switches are 
generally mounted on the printed circuit board by a 
technique known in the electronic’s industry as wave 

' soldering. With such a technique, the printed circuit 
board with the switch positioned thereon is carried by a 
conveyor to a molten solder bath which is brought into 
contact with foil side of the circuit board. In this man 
ner the switch terminal leads which protrude through 
the foil side of the circuit board are joined by the solder 
to the foil thereby ,completing the electrical circuit 
therebetween. 
However, due to the contamination caused by the oils 

and ?uxes used in this process, many of such DIP 
switches are sealed in order to protect their switching 
contacts. Such sealed switches are usually epoxied at 
their terminal base and taped over the top, actuator 
portion thereof. The tape is removed after the soldering 
process. ' 

In addition to its added expense, this procedure has 
led to numerous problems affecting the reliability of the 
switches. For example, a slight leak in the sealed switch 
would permit the cleaning solvents used in the process 
to enter the switch and deposit contaminants on the 
contacts which would be impossible to remove. Fur 
thermore, the sealed design of the switches may pro 
duce out-gassing problems from the plastic materials 
used in their construction due to the high temperatures 
used in the process. Likewise, due to their sealed design, 
it is impossible to inspect the switches prior to soldering 
them on the circuit board, thereby increasing the likeli 
hood of a defective switch being installed in the compo 
nent system which is relatively expensive to remove 
once the assembly process is completed. 
A further problem associated with prior DIP switch 

designs is that they have a high failure rate due to defec 
tive contact operation. This problem is due to the minia 
ture design of the switch which requires the use of 
extremely small and thin contact terminals. Hence, un 
less the contacts are precisely aligned with respect to 
each other, a reliable electrical connection between 
them cannot be achieved. 

In order to overcome this problem, DIP switch 
contact designs such as are shown in US. Pat. Nos. 
3,974,346; 4,012,608 and 4,092,504 have been developed 
to achieve positive contact ‘operation. These switches 
utilize a separate, downwardly biased bridging element 
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2 
to electrically connect the contact terminals which are 
mounted on the circuit board. Although such switches 
are more reliable in their operation, they are also more 
complex and expensive to manufacture. An additional 
inherent disadvantage of such a design is thatvtwo inde 
pendent electrical connections must be established 
within the switch in order to electrically connect the 
contact terminals. That is, the bridging element must 
establish electrical contact with both contact terminals 
in order to complete the electrical circuit through the 
switch. Hence, this factor doubles the possibility for 
failure of the switch due to one or the other of the 
contact terminals becoming contaminated or being out 
of alignment with the bridging element. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The improved switch design of the present invention 
eliminates the above-described drawbacks found with 
conventional DIP switch designs by providing a switch 
that is simple and inexpensive to manufacture and install 
and which is extremely reliable in its operation. 
The switch of the present invention has a generally 

open, flush through design which avoids the accumula 
tion of contaminants therein during the soldering opera 
tion and which makes the switching contacts extremely 
accessible for cleaning and inspection. In addition, since 
it is not necessary to cover the switch slide actuators of 
the present invention with tape during the mounting 
operation, they are not thusly limited in their size and 
shape as with conventional sealed DIP switches. 
A further advantage of the present invention is that a 

unique two-element, overlapping contact design is uti 
lized which is self adjusting and extremely positive and 
reliable in its operation. Hence, after the switch is as 
sembled, its contact terminals will permanently deform 
into their desired con?guration after the slide actuator 
of the switch is initially operated, thereby avoiding the 
precise contact alignment required with conventional 
DIP switch designs. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an enlarged perspective view of a multiple 
stage switch constructed in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is an exploded view of a portion of the switch 
shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary side sectional view of a por 

tion of the switch shown in FIG. 1 illustrating its 
contacts in their electrically nonconducting “off’ posi 
tion; \ 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary, side sectional view similar to 

FIG. 3 illustrating the contacts of the switch in their 
electrically conducting “on” position; and 
FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic illustration of a method of 

mounting the switch shown in FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF. THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIGS. 1 through 4 generally illustrate a switching 
assembly 10 having a plurality of miniature electrical 
slide switches 12 constructed in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention. Since each of the 
slide switches 12 are identically constructed, the same 
reference numerals will be utilized to refer to corre 
sponding parts thereof. 

Slide switch 12 consists of a housing 14 which may be 
constructed of a dielectric material containing glass 
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reinforced polyester or the like having a bottom wall 16 
and a pair of spaced side supports 18 extending verti 
cally therefrom. Each side support 18 has an open area 
20 formed in it which communicates with the interior 
area of the housing 14 and which de?nes a top rail 22 
extending longitudinally on either side thereof. 

Actuator 30 which may be constructed of a dielectric 
material such as nylon or the like is slidably mounted 
between adjacent pairs of rails 22 by means of an upper 
lip 32 which rests on the upper surface of rails 22 and 
ears 34 which extend horizontally beneath rails 22 into 
open areas 20. As is best illustrated by FIGS. 3 and 4, 
ears 34 also limit the distance which actuator 30 is per 
mitted to slide back and forth along top rails 22. Actua 
tor 30 also has a cam portion 36 which protrudes down 
ward into housing 14. The purpose and operation of this 
element will be more fully discussed below. 

Electrical leads 40,50 may be mounted within hous 
ing 14 by means of their respective leg portions 42,52 
being press ?tted into slots 24a and 24b which are 
formed through the bottom wall 16 of housing 14 along 
its lateral ends. Barbs 44,54 may be formed along leg 
portions 42,52, respectively,- in order to securely hold 
the electrical leads in place within the switch housing. 
When electrical leads 40,50 are seated within housing 
14, leg portions 42,52 extend'below housing bottom 
wall 16 to form respective electrical terminals 46,56 
which may be so spaced to correspond to the standard 
spacing of DIP apertures formed in a printed circuit 
board. Furthermore, the length of terminals 46,56 ex 
tending below the bottom wall of the housing should be 
suf?cient to permit them to protrude beyond the foil 
side of the printed circuit board so as toinsure a good 
solder connection therebetween. 
The other end of electrical leads 40,50 terminate in 

contact areas 48,58 respectively. These contact areas 
may have a silver or gold coating deposited over the 
electrical lead material in order to assure good electrical 
conductivity therebetween when brought into contact 
with one another. When properly positioned within the 
switch housing, contact area 58 of electrical lead 50 will 
overly contact area 48 of electrical lead 40. 
As is best illustrated by FIGS. 3 and 4, when seated 

within the housing, the contact end of electrical lead 40 
will be rigidly supported by a portion 26 of housing 
bottom wall 16. In this manner, the portion of lead 40 
supporting contact area 48 will not deform during re 
peated use of the switch thereby insuring the reliable 
operation thereof. 
FIG. 2 illustrates by means of phantom lines and 

arrows the simple assembly of this particular embodi 
ment of the present invention. Electrical leads 40 are 
inserted into slots 24a formed in housing bottom wall 16 
and then overlying electrical leads 50 are inserted into 
their respective slots 24b. After these electrical leads are 
seated within the housing, actuators 30 are forced be 
tween side supports 18 so that ears 34 will come to rest 
under top rails 22. Since housing 14 and actuators 30 are 
constructed of somewhat resilient plastic material, side 
supports 18 will deform laterally outward when ears 34 
are pressed therebetween and will then snap back to 
their original position when ears 34 are properly seated 
within opening 20. 
The operation of the assembled switch is best shown 

by FIGS. 3 and 4 where FIG. 3 shows the switch in the 
“off” position and FIG. 4 shows the switch in the “on” 
position. 

4 
Electrical lead 50 has an upwardly projecting portion 

60 formed therein which is engageable by the down 
wardly protruding cam 36 of actuator 30. When in the 
“off” position of FIG. 3, this cam 36 does not engage 

5 lead projection 60 and the contact area 58 of the lead 50 
will not engage contact area 48 of lead 40. However, 
when the actuator 30 is slid in the direction shown by 
the arrow in FIG. 4, cam 36 will engage lead projection 
60 and will de?ect contact are a 58 against contact area 

10 48 of lead 40, thereby completing an electrical circuit 
between electrical leads 50 and 40 and, hence, terminals 
56 and 46 which are to be connected to the circuit 
board. 

Actuator cam 36 also has a latching indentation 37 
5 formed in it which will latchably engage lead projection 

60 when its contact area is deflected against contact 
area 48 of electrical lead 40, thereby positively holding 
these contact areas in the “on” position. 
Another important function served by projection 60 

20 of electrical lead 50 is that it permits the lead to deform 
to the predetermined “oft” shape shown in FIG. 3 after 
it is initially engaged by actuator cam 36, thereby insur 
ing that contact area 58 deflects away from contact area 
48 of electrical lead'40 when actuator cam 36 is movedv 

25 to its disengaged position. This feature is important 
because when the electrical leads are initially installed 
as shown in FIG. 2, contact area 58 of lead 50 may 
engage contact area 48 of lead ‘40 even when actuator 
cam 36 is in the “off’ position illustrated by FIG. 3 due 

30 to manufacturing and assembly variations. However, 
once the actuator is initially moved to the “on” position 
shown by FIG. 4, the bend in projection 60 will permit 
the electrical lead to deform to the desired “off” con?g 
uration shown by FIG. 3 when the actuator is moved to 

35 the “off’ position. 
A further desirable feature of the present switch de 

sign is that since the contact areas of the electrical leads 
are positioned adjacent to one lateral edge of the switch 
housing, the operation of the contacts can be easily 

40 inspected and cleaned through the open area 28 be 
tween housing side supports 18. 
The above-described switch of the present invention 

is also adaptable for use in a unique mounting method 
utilizing wave soldering techniques. FIG. 5 shows dia 

45 grammatically the steps of this process. 
A conveyor chain or belt 70 is utilized to transport 

the switch and circuit board through the mounting 
operation. Conveyor 70 is driven by a motor 72 and is 
guided by idler pulleys 74. A clamping ?xture 76 is 

50 utilized to mount the printed circuit board 80, upon 
which the switches 10 are to be mounted, on the con 
veyor. Switches 10 are constructed according to the 
above-described preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

55 At stage I of the mounting method, the circuit board 
80 is ?xed to the clamping ?xture 76 and switches 10 are 
positioned with their electrical terminals 46,56 protrud 
ing through corresponding apertures formed in circuit 
board 80 below the downwardly facing foil side 82 

60 thereof. If desired, either before or during this step, the 
contacts of the switch may be inspected through the 
open areas 20 and/or 28 of the switch housing in order 
to insure their proper operation. Typically, the other 
components (not shown) to be mounted on the circuit 

65 board are also placed on the circuit board at this time. 
The circuit board 80 having switches 10 and the other 

components positioned thereon are then transferred by 
the conveyor 70 through stage II of the process which 
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consists of a solder flux or oil bath 90 which prepares 
the foil side 82 of the circuit board and the protruding 
terminals 46,56 for soldering. Roller 92 may be conve 
niently used to deposit the flux or oil on the circuit 

' board and terminals. 

In many cases it is desirable to pre-heat the compo 
.nents to be soldered on the printed circuit board so as to 
prevent their bursting when subjected to the elevated 
temperature (450-550 degrees F.) of the solder wave. 
This is especially the case when glass-sealed compo 
nents are to be mounted. Stage III of FIG. 5 shows a 
radiant heater 94 or the like which is utilized to heat the 
component side of the circuit board as it is conveyed 
thereunder. 

Stage IV of the method shows the switch terminals 
46,56 and foil side 82 of the circuit board being brought 
into contact with a flow solder wave 96 which deposits 
molten solder by means of roller 98 between the termi 
nals and the foil. The solder wave contacts only the 
under side of the circuit board and is generally in 
contact therewith for 3 to 4 seconds. 
At stage V of the method, the solder is allowed to 

cool and harden so as to, establish anelectrical connec 
tion between the switch terminalsand‘the'ir surrounding 
foil areas and to ?x the switch and other components 

- securely to the circuit board. At this point, the board 
can be manually removed from the conveyor and sub 
merged in an ultra-sonic cleaning device 100 having a 
solvent therein or other such known cleaning devices in 
order to remove the waste deposits which have accu 
mulated thereon during the soldering process. In the 
alternative, the conveyor system may be used to auto 
matically pass the board through a Freon vapor de 
greaser or the like in order to remove the contaminates 
therefrom. ~ ' 

As noted above, conventional DIP switches cannot 
survive these cleaning processes because the solvents 
utilized accumulate contaminants from the ?uxes and 
oils used in the wave soldering system and deposit these 
contaminants between the switch contacts causing them 
to malfunction. However, due to the open ?ow-through 
design of the switch of the present invention, the sol 
vents will tend to pass through the switch rather than 
accumulating therein. 

Furthermore, since the contact areas of the present 
switch are accessible through the openings formed in 
the switch housing, they may be inspected and easily 
recleaned if necessary“ with an aerosol freon type 
cleaner or the like after they are passed through the 
cleaning process of stage V. 
Another option possible with the switches and 

mounting method of the present invention, is that a 
protective material such as an elastomeric foam sheet 
may be inserted between the switch contacts to protect 
them prior to passing the circuit board through the 
wave soldering process. This protective material may 
be then removed through the open areas of the switch 
after the circuit board is passed through the ?nal clean 
ing stage, thereby insuring the non-contamination of the 
switch contacts regardless of how contaminated the 
cleaning solvents become. 
While several particular embodiments of the present 

invention have been shown and described in detail, it 
should be understood that various obvious changes and 
modi?cations thereto may be made, and it is therefore 
intended in the following claims to include all such 
modi?cations and changes as may fall within the spirit 
and scope of this invention. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. An electrical slide switch comprising: 
a housing having a bottom wall and a pair of spaced 

side supports extending vertically therefrom; 
a ?rst electrical lead mounted in said housing having 

a contact area located within said housing and a leg 
portion protruding beneath said housing bottom 
wall to form a ?rst electrical terminal; ‘ 

a second electrical lead mounted in said housing hav 
ing a contact area overlying the contact area of said 
?rst electrical lead and a leg portion protruding 
beneath said housing bottom wall to form a second 
electrical terminal; 
an actuator slidably supported between said hous 

ing side supports having a portion thereof pro 
truding into said housing which is engageable 
with a portion of said second electrical lead for 
de?ecting its contact area against the contact 
area of said ?rst electrical lead, thereby complet 
ing an electrical circuit between said ?rst and 
second electrical terminals; and 

an open area formed in said side supports which com- . 
municates with the contact areas of said ?rst and 
second electrical terminals, said open area permit 
ting the .?ow of cleaning solvents‘ through the 
housing and between said contact areas. 

2. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 1 
wherein the contact area of said ?rst and second electri 
cal leads are positioned adjacent to one of the ends of 
said housing. 

3. The electrical slide switch as ‘recited in claim 2 
wherein the end of said housing adjacent to which said 
contact areas are positioned is open. 

4. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 1 
wherein said housing and slide actuator are made of a 
dielectric material. 

5. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 4 
wherein said ?rst and second electrical leads are 
mounted in said housing by means of their respective 
leg portions being press ?tted into slots formed in said 
housing bottom wall. 

6. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 5 
wherein said mounting slots are formed adjacent to the 
opposite ends of said housing bottom wall. 

7. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 6 
wherein the distance between said ?rst and second elec 
trical terminals corresponds to the standard spacing of a 

' dual-in-line package component. 

50 

60 

65 

8. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 7 
further comprising: I ' ' 

a plurality of said first and second electrical leads and 
corresponding slide actuators mounted in a row 
parallel to one another in said housing; 

a plurality of said spaced side supports separating said 
electrical leads and slidably supporting said actua 
tors between pairs thereof; and 

said open areas formed in said side supports extending 
through the switch housing, thereby permitting the 
flow of cleaning solvents throughout the entire 
housing and between the multiple contact areas of 
said electrical leads. 

9. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 1 
wherein the surface of said ?rst electrical lead beneath 
its contact area is rigidly supported by a portion of said 
housing bottom wall. 

10. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 9 
wherein the portion of said second electrical lead which 
is engageable by the protruding portion of said slide 
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actuator has an upwardly projecting bend formed 

therein which will cause said second electrical lead to 

deform to a predetermined shape when it is initially 

engaged by said actuator protruding portion, thereby 
insuring that the contact portion of said second electri 

cal lead deflects away from the contact portion of said 

?rst electrical lead when said actuator protruding por 10 
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8 
~ :tion disengages the projecting bend of said second elec 
trical lead. 

11. The electrical slide switch as recited in claim 10 
‘wherein said actuator protruding portion has a cam 
portion formed thereon which latchably engages the 
upwardly projecting bend of' said electrical lead when 
the contact area of said second electrical lead is de 
?ected against the contact areas of said ?rst electrical 
lead. ' 

* * * * * 


